A $pecial Offer for Chicago Surface Line Fans and Chicago Buffs
Bundle CSL3: One copy each of Dispatches 6, 8 and 9 $50.00 includes shipping

Chicago is a city of many
neighborhoods, with residents selfidentifying as being from, for example,
Hyde Park or Albany Park or Beverly or
Uptown. The neighborhoods are where
things happened: education, entertainment,
shopping—the everyday things of life. The
neighborhoods in the 1940s and 1950s
were like villages where “everybody knew
your name.” The common denominator?
The streetcars of the Chicago Surface Lines
which, while serving the individual
neighborhoods, also linked them to other
neighborhoods, near and far.
CSL was the world's largest street railway. Dispatches 6, 8 and 9
explain in detail how the people of Chicago travelled between neighborhoods during the
1940s and 1950s. Each Dispatch is 100 pages including detailed narratives on the
neighborhoods, many then/now photo comparisons in black & white and color showing
the changes in some of the neighborhoods where the cars ran. Each also contains color
maps showing the various routes.

Chicago Surface Lines:
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Not a Shore Line Member? Join now for $79.00 and receive the 3 CSL publications and four 2019 issues of First & Fastest.
To order, send a check or money order in U.S. funds, along with your name and mailing address, to Shore Line at the address below.
To join Shore Line and purchase at the Member price, visit www.shore-line.org. To order online using a credit card, visit www.shore-line.org/Special.lasso.
Join Shore Line for 2019, dues are $37.00, and receive First & Fastest each quarter, in print and/or by Electroreader download.
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